Residential Ornamental Aluminum Fence and Gate System

The Higher Level

Lifetime Warranty
Maintenance-Free Polyester Finish
Over High Strength Aluminum
www.ameristarfence.com

The Higher Level of Aluminum Fences

Echelon® is manufactured by Ameristar Fence Products in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Ameristar is the world’s largest manufacturer of ornamental fencing.
The #1 deficiency of most ornamental
aluminum fences is insufficient strength
and durability in the long term.
The fact is, most backyard fences are constantly
in harm’s way. Lawn equipment, falling
limbs, meter readers, and rough-housing
children all contribute toward damage and
wear on a backyard fence. Echelon® is designed
with long-term durability in mind.
The reinforced cross-section of the Echelon®
rail is 36% stronger than comparable residential
aluminum fences. This added strength,
coupled with an improved post design,
powder-coated finish, and fully welded gates,
guarantees years of maintenance-free service
and value.

The Echelon Difference
Internal Locking System
ECHELON
FORERUNNER

vs.
CONVENTIONAL
U-CHANNEL

Internal rod is tamperproof; pickets
cannot be removed
Rod goes through two walls of picket
giving twice the shear strength
Rod is completely hidden; rail has
clean, finished appearance

Removable Tek Screws
Picket attachment can be easily
compromised with simple tool
Tip of Tek screw barely engages one
wall of picket
Exposed Tek screw detracts from a
smooth architectural profile
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Whatever your taste. Echelon® offers today’s most popular styles.

Classic™
Echelon® Classic™ style ornamental fences feature
the traditional extended picket culminating with
an arrow-shaped spear point that simulates old
style wrought iron.

Echelon® Residential Ornamental Aluminum

Majestic™
The contemporary
Echelon® Majestic™ style
utilizes a flush top rail to
produce the stately and
streamlined look that
blends well with flowers,
shrubbery, and trees used
in border landscapes.
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Environmentally Friendly FINISH
Ameristar’s production facilities include a state-of-the-art
polyester powder coating system. Powder coating does
not emit hazardous volatile organic compounds as is the
case with wet paints. You will have total peace of mind
knowing that Echelon® comes with a limited lifetime
warranty backed by an American company with over 25
years of industry-leading experience.

ADORNMENTS
Ameristar offers attractive ornamental
fittings to highlight the decorative look
of the fence.
Picket tops such the quad-flare shown
to the right or the triad shown below
give the basic fence an even more
distinctive appeal.

GATES
From walk gates to Estate arched swing gates, you can find the
perfect compliment for your project. Fully welded construction
ensures trouble-free operation for both manual and operatorassisted applications.
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